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I ASIA Living in Skin Tents I 
about 29,000 fee:t, is the highest peak in the jungles, or by one month's work preparing 
world, ana has never yet been climbed to sago have their food for the year assured. 
the top, while three other Hi-malaya peaks look In travelling from the west of Asia to the east 
down upon all other mountains. In these you would make a longer journey still. It is 
" abodes of eternal snow " (that is what the 6,500 miles from Cape Baba on the Mediter
name Hjmalaya means) the great rivers of ranean, the westernmost point, to Bering Strait, 
India and China take their rise. the easternmost. 

Frozen at Midsummer · On the west, Asia touches Europe at the Ural 
The northernmost point of Asia is Cape Moun·bains and the Caucasus, which forms the 

Chelyuskin in Siberia, lying within 12 degrees parting line between the anjmal and vegetable 
(about 800 statute miles) of the North Pole. kingdoms of Europe and Asia as well as between 
If you should travel from there to the southern- the continents themselves. It nearly touches 
most point, which is Cape Romania at the tip again at the two ends of the Sea of Marmora, the 
of the Malay Peninsula, within a degree and a Bosphorus and the Dardanelles. Because of this 
half of the Equator, you would have covered close connexion between Earope and Asia, geo
a distance of 5,300 miles as the crow flies. Along graphers sometimes refer to the two continents 
the northeTn shores you would see the tundras join-tly as Eurasia. From Africa, Asia is 
or frozen plains stretching down to the frozen separated only by the Red Sea, ending in the 
Arctic Sea, and except for the lines of driftwood Suez Canal to the north, where you could almost 
would hardly know where land ended and the step from one continent to the other, and in 
sea began. The plains freeze so deep that even the narrow Strait of Bab ellVIandeb to the south. 
a sun shining day and night at midsummer only On the ea.st there is one point at which Asia 
thaws the ground for a few inches just Jeep almost touches North America, for Bering 
enough to give root to a few berries and to the Strait at its narrowest is only 36 miles. 
moss that reindeer eat. How the Yellow Sea Got its Name 

The people live in skin tents, dress i:p. furs, Three of the b0undaries of Asia are oceans, 
and lead a wandering or nomadic life, following the Arctic, the Pacific and the Indian. Since 
their reindeer from one pas·turage to the next, the coast line is broken by peninsulas and 
and hunting and fishing as they can. The hemmed in by islands, these great bodies of 
reindeer furnish them their meat and milk and water are divided up into a series of seas, gulfs 
the skins for their tents, and serve to draw their and bays. The most jmportant of these, from 
sledges as well, in a country where horses could north to south, are Bering Sea, the Sea of 
not live. In winter the temperature is some- Ok.hotsk, the Japan Sea, the Yellow Sea
times as low as 92 degrees below zero, but in so called from the yellow mud of the Yangtze 
summer it often reaches 100 degrees above, and River that colours it for a hundred miles from 
mosquitoes and midges swarm over the warm the shore the China Sea; and then as you turn 
marshy ground. the corner going west, the Gulf of Siam, the 

To the south you would find a people for Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Sea, the Persian 
whom life is as easy as it is hard for the tundra Gulf, and the Gulf of Aden. 
people. The tribes of the Malay Peninsula The shape of Asia may remind you a little of 
need only to hunt the anjn1als or eat the fruits Europe, magnified of course to many times the 
of the tropical forests, grow rice in the wet size. The Arabian peninsula would be Spain~ 

A CARAVAN WENDING ITS WEARY WAY IN THE DESERT 
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Jn the desert regions of Asia, as in those of Africa, the camels are still and long will be the chief means of moving passengers 
and goods. H~re we see a caravan lumbering along what is evidently a well-travelled road. Under ordinary circum ... 
stances 25 miles a day is a good average pace for a caravan. Notice the sparse deser-t vegetation in the foreground • . 
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